Celebrity Cipher
by Luis Campos
Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.


Previous Solution: “Making someone feel ashamed of who they are is a cruel manipulation, designed to oppress and repress.” — Ellen Page

TODAY’S CLUE: Σ sjenba η
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— V W M M F E T G N

Previous Solution: “All people have been doing since the dawn of time is trying to figure out how to live this life and be happy.” — Will Arnett

TODAY’S CLUE: Ω sjenba Ή
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Previous Solution: “I consider every drummer that ever played before me an influence, in every way.” — Buddy Rich

TODAY’S CLUE: Ζ sjenba Η
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Previous Solution: “All I set out to do was to earn a living playing drums ... and as luck would have it, I’ve surpassed that.” — Phil Collins

TODAY’S CLUE: Ι sjenba Ω
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Previous Solution: “Music is a way of life, it’s everything. I play drums and that’s what I believe I was born to do.” — Elvin Jones

TODAY’S CLUE: Λ sjenba Λ
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Previous Solution: “I wanted to play drums because I fell in love with the glitter and the lights ... being up there playing.” — Charlie Watts

TODAY’S CLUE: Ζ sjenba Α
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